
Adventure Description
 

À la Carte Pricing
 

Retreat
Pricing

Pond Fishing - Two Hours
 
Leisure Fishing 
Grab a traditional spin rod or cane pole and drop a line in our stocked six acre "Lower"
pond. Bait, tackle and attendant included. 
 
Fly Casting Lessons 
Learn how to cast a traditional fly rod with the help of a local pro, then wet a line and enjoy
your time at the pond.
 
Guided Jon Boat 
Head to our stocked ten acre "Sherrill's" pond for this classic southern experience. Spin
rods, bait and tackle included. 

$75
per person

 
$125 

per person 
 

$185
per person

limited to a maximum
of 4 guests 

$45
 
 

$95
 
 
 

$150

Wild Goose Chase Scavenger Hunt
Ready, Set, Go! It starts with team spirit. This scavenger hunt is fast paced and a great way
to utilize different skill sets from team members. Groups will interact through a series of
riddles and challenges spread out across the farm (think collecting eggs from a farmer or
visiting our goat friends by the pond). In this 60 min game teams will have some friendly
banter and crown a winner based on challenge completion and pace of play. 

$75 
per person

 
$50

Forest Bathing 
Mindfullness Meditations 
Breath work Journey 
Breath work & Ice Bathing 
Vinyasa Yoga

Slow Flow Yoga + Sound Bath 
As you settle into your serene farm surroundings, the instructor will guide you through a
series of seated yoga poses as you hear several different instruments including crystal
singing bowls, frame drums and the didgeridoo. You're invited to allow the vibrations to
reach deep into the body offering profound relaxation and rest. We recommend a minimum
of 60 minutes for this experience. 
 
Additional Wellness Opportunities Include - Please Inquire 

 

$75 - $125 
per person

 
$50 - $100

It's time to get outside! The 625 acres of forest and foothills at North Corner Haven provide ample opportunity to
explore the outdoors while you're on the Farm.

We offer adventures as part of your retreat experience or à la carte Monday - Friday, based on availability. Every à la
carte adventure includes a delightful farm lunch for all participants. Please note, all Al a Carte adventures require a
minimum number of guest-or equivalent rate. 

V 2 . 2 0 2 3

A D V E N T U R E S
A T  N O R T H  C O R N E R  H A V E N



Chef Joy's Cooking Demonstration - "Sous Vide & Seared"
 
Guests will enjoy a hands on cooking demonstration in the Farmhouse followed by a
gorgeous lunch on the Farmhouse porch. This particular demonstration will include
learning the sous vide technique using delicious pasture raised chicken paired with the
Season's Best Market Vegetable and Carolina Gold Rice. 
 
To end on a sweet note, guests will learn the proper way to make a classic creme brûlée and
get to torch dessert before it's served. Please note, demonstration offerings change
seasonally. 

$150 - $175
per person 

 

Foraged Art Workshop 
 
Let nature inspire your creativity! Head into the woods and explore the acres of native flora
and fauna living in our forest. In this guided experience, guests will will identify and collect
forest finds before returning to the Five Acres to create a unique piece of art to take home as
a souvenir. 
 

$165
per person

 

$125
 

Mobile Axe Throwing 
 
Add some excitement to your next outing and allow your guest to try their hand at mobile
axe throwing. This state of the art trailer provides two axe throwing bays with all supplies
and supervision. 
 

NOT AVAILABLE 

 
$1250

flat rate - two
hours

 

Wine and Walk 
 
Explore the gardens at North Corner Haven while you sip +  learn from a wine expert about
the varietal of wine that stylistically aligns with the seasons and what's blooming in the
garden and orchards. We recommend a minimum of 90 minutes for this experience.
Includes 3 - 4  selections and stations setup in our "garden rooms". 

$200 - $225
per person 

 
$175 - $200

Sporting Clays Escape 
 
Join us for a sporting clays experience at our state of the art Five Stand.
A hybrid shooting experience, there are seven different machines throwing endless
combinations that will keep you engaged with a variety of simulated flight paths.
 
Package Includes: Two Hours of Shooting | Facilitation | Protective Ear and Eyewear Beretta
Silver Pigeon Gun Rental Unlimited Ammo & Clays
 

$195 
per person

 

$75 - $150
shorter
formats

available

All à la carte rates are subject to a 18% service fee and applicable tax. 
For questions or to inquire click here or email Catheirne@northcornerhaven.com

cant find what you're looking for? we're always adding to our adventures - just ask. 
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https://northcornerhaven.com/about/contact/
mailto:%20catherine@northcornerhaven.com

